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So you’d like to put together a table top show?
That’s great ! It is a lot of fun. It’s also a lot of work
and responsibility. Are you ready? Hopefully this
guide will help you get an overview of what it takes.
If you have any questions or need help, you can
always reach out to your state or district rep and the
SCNA Show Secretary to get you going in the right
direction.
Decide on a location and type of show first.
Things to consider when deciding type of show:
- Is it a stand alone/basket show?
- Is it partnered with a poultry club/ABA show?
- How will you work out the entry fees?
Once you work out some of these basic but important details of the planning, you can
work on getting a show committee together and start fundraising. Put together a budget
and see which judges are available for the date you need and their fees/costs.
Are you planning on putting on a show in a new area or one that hasn’t had a table top
show in awhile? If so, the SCNA has grants available for $500 to help offset a bit of the
cost. Information about the grant and the application is under the Members Resources
area of the website, or https://www.scnaonline.org/scna-show-grant-summary/
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read this guide
Research local area for locations and/or host clubs
Connect with others to form a show committee
Put together a budget
Find an available judge
Fundraise
Make a show flyer and spread the word!
Fill out sanction application NO LATER than 4 weeks prior
Get your entry forms in order
Gather your awards, supplies and materials
Organize your volunteers
Put on a fantastic show !!
Fill out show recap form within 30 days after show
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Organization
The SCNA offers a few different options for organizing shows, based on your
resources and number of entries.
The key requirements in a sanctioned show are :
• SCNA licensed judge
• Minimum 5 dues paid members, showing a at least 25 total entries
• SCNA scorecard, guidelines, and judging rules
Some important considerations when choosing how to organize your show, are the
number of tables required, the number of awards that need to be ordered, and making
sure you have recognized classes that SCNA members can earn exhibitor points in.
Any deviation of recognized classes is not permitted.
The recognized points classes (Champion & Reserve in each) are:
• Cock, Hen, Cockerel, Pullet
• Male & Female Frizzled
• Male & Female Silkied
• Male & Female Ayam
• Champion Male, Champion Female OR Overall Champion
You may also have a Male & Female Booted (though extremely rare as a class at shows)
**Exhibitors will not earn points in classes with fewer than 5 entries,
so keep that in mind as you plan your classes & tiers. **
You are allowed to have other classes, such as “Prospect” classes for chicks and
younger birds, but they will not earn exhibitor points for their wins. These classes are
considered “fun” classes. Modification of listed classes, such as splitting Ayam,
Frizzled and Silkied into Cock, Cockerel, Hen and Pullet is NOT permitted.
In the following pages, you will see examples of shows with a single Champion, and a show
with two Champions. For shows with both Youth and Open, you will use two tier charts, one
for each show. They do not have to be the same. If your youth entries are low, you might use
Option 1 for them, and then Option 2 for your Open Classes. Use whatever best suits your
needs.
It is important to have a tier schedule planned in advance, so that you can have all the
correct awards, and let your judge know how you will be organizing the classes.
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Host Club or Stand Alone?
Each district and each state has different situations and circumstances. Some areas of the
country do not have table top shows and rely on ABA in cage shows only. Some areas are
lucky enough to have a large amount of breeders and hold table top shows several times a year.
Know your exhibitors and area.

What is a Host Club Show ?
Different regions of the country have more exhibitors than others. Some areas also have more people
who show their seramas in cage, as table top shows are not held on a regular basis. When you are
planning your table top show, are you going to be working with a local host club who will be putting on
their own in cage/ABA show at the same time you are handling the table top show? If so, there’s many
factors to consider. You will need to work closely with the show manager of the host show and follow
their rules. We are their “guests” who will be using their facilities, their ABA judges and in most cases,
their cages and space. Clear communication is vital.
The most important thing to find out, is what they want in return ? Some host clubs will handle all entries,
some will handle just the in cage entries for seramas, some will want all of your entry fees, some will split
them with you, some won’t want any. These are all things you need to discuss and work out with their
show manager. Coop in times ? Facility rules ? What info do they want from you to be included in their
show book ? This subject can be as complex or as simple as both clubs working together can make it.

Stand Alone and Basket Shows
A stand alone show is a table top show only, with no host club. Most
districts/states do not have their own cages for exhibitors to keep their
birds in, but some do. If you have enough exhibitors that live within a
close proximity to a venue, you can also choose to have a basket show,
which means no cages are provided. The exhibitors bring their birds in
carriers, bring the birds out when it’s their turn, then return them to their
carriers. These are the most cost effective types of shows generally, but
the key is to make sure your location is good for people to make a one
day drive.
Some larger councils, such as the Cajun Council in Louisiana have their own cages and can set up larger
shows without needing the help of a host club. Having your own cages is a lofty financial goal, but you
would be able to set up larger shows without needing to lean on a host club for theirs.

Nationals and Semi-Nationals
The SCNA Nationals and Semi Nationals rotate venues around the
country every year. Each year, an application is put up for district or
state reps in conjunction with their district rep to fill out for
consideration to hold one of these shows in their area.
There are requirements, such as being able to demonstrate the location
can draw exhibitors, you can fundraise for it, the location has plenty of
accomodations for out of area guests, etc.
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Option 1

Tables Needed = 4
Awards Needed
4– Class Champion
4– Class Reserve Champion
1– Champion of Show
1–Reserve Ch. Of Show

OPTION 1

Best for smaller shows

Traditional, Ayam, Frizzled, and Silkied are shown together in age/sex classes, with
the judge using the standard that applies to each entry.
Winners of each class advance to final tier, and the judge chooses a Champion &
Reserve of Show
This kind of class set up is good for shows with very few Frizzled, Silkied, or Ayam
entries. It is the most basic of the tier schedules, and requires the fewest tables and
awards. It also
maximizes points earned at small shows by populating each class with the most
possible
entries. As mentioned before, there must be at least 5 entries in a class for an
exhibitor to earn any points.
As show manager you need to be present during the show. You are the person
responsible to make certain Host club rules are being followed as well as SCNA show
rules. Always have a
discussion with your judge before the show starts to confirm order of classes or
judging call backs.
***It will be your responsibility to record all exhibitors, entries, class sizes and results. You will
be required to fill out a show recap form within 30 days after the show and this info MUST BE
ACCURATE for exhibitors to get their correct points!***
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Winners only of each class compete for
Overall Champion of Show
Cock Class Champ (all types)

ONE

Hen Class Champ (all types)

Cockerel Class Champ (all types)

Pullet Class Champ (all types)

Champion
of
Show
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Option 2

Tables Needed = 5
Awards Needed
10– Class Champion
10– Class Rsv. Champion
1– Champion of Show Male
1– Champion of Show Female
1– Reserve Ch. Of Show Male
1– Reserve Ch. Of Show Female
* Optional Overall Awards

OPTION 2 Best for medium to large shows
Males and Females are shown separately from each other, and two Champions are
chosen.
Winners of each class advance to final tier, and the judge chooses a Champion &
Reserve
This class set up is nice for medium and large sized shows. It gives out plenty of
awards, and every class and tier is a points earning class.
As show manager you need to be present during the show. You are the person
responsible to make certain Host club rules are being followed as well as SCNA show
rules. Always have a
discussion with your judge before the show starts to confirm order of classes or
judging call backs.

*You can add a final “Best Overall” tier, but it would not be eligible for additional
exhibitor points.
***It will be your responsibility to record all exhibitors, entries, class sizes and results. You will
be required to fill out a show recap form within 30 days after the show and this info MUST BE
ACCURATE for exhibitors to get their correct points!***
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CLASS WINNERS

COCK
COCKEREL
Frizzled MALE
Silkied MALE
Ayam MALE

Champion
MALE
OF SHOW

OPTIONAL:
OVERALL SHOW CHAMP
(NO ADDITIONAL POINTS)

CLASS WINNERS

HEN
PULLET
Frizzled FEMALE
Silkied FEMALE
Ayam FEMALE

Champion
FEMALE
OF SHOW

Sometimes the best two birds in a show are in the same class. Our goal is to always award the
best birds at shows and, for that reason, we offer the option of Reserve callbacks.
In tier 3 and above, the Reserve Champion from the previous tier may fill the spot vacated by the
Champion of the current tier on the table once the Champion has been selected. The Reserve
class Champion should be from the same class the Champion was selected from. If Reserves
are used, the birds are to be reset on the tables by the exhibitors for further consideration and
competition for Reserve Champion of tier. 30 seconds are alotted for this.
This option will be at the discretion of show management who will discuss this option with the
judge/s. Exhihitors will be notified of the chosen format before the show starts.
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Table Top Rules
SHOW SET UP: You should have as many show tables, as you have
classes that come back for the upper tiers. While in use, they need
to be a minimum of 10” apart. The judging area will be defined with
a rope or colored tape and will be a minimum distance of 5 feet
between the show attendees and the judging tables, creating a
boundary which all should respect.
TIMERS: The clerk shall keep a timer for the judge, and birds are
given 80 seconds during Tier I, and 90 seconds for Tiers II and III.
The timer begins once the handler poses the bird and moves away.
All evaluation should be done within the allotted time frame.
LEAVING THE TABLE: If a bird jumps off, or flies off the table during judging, the handler
shall collect the bird, and quickly bring it back to the table. If the bird leaves the table a
second time, the bird is disqualified.
CHEERING/CLAPPING: Attendees are allowed to cheer and wave for their birds. No
objects may be thrown. The judge can restrict certain behaviors if it is negatively
impacting the judging process.
TIER I: Judging will be done using the SCNA scorecard. 80 seconds
TIER II: The highest scoring birds from each class will be evaluated using the criteria of
Type &Performance. The judge will place birds accordingly for Class Champion. 90
seconds
TIER III: Class Champions compete for Overall, or Champion Male/Champion Female
awards, depending on the tier structure. 90 seconds
MULTIPLE JUDGES: If multiple judges are being used, each should judge an entire
class, and not split the class due to differences in scoring.
PROTESTS: Protests on judging shall be entertained in cases of apparent dishonesty on
the part of the judge, or apparent carelessness that has resulted in the placing of a bird
that should have been technically disqualified, such as an inferior specimen. The protest
shall be in writing and submitted to the local show manager as soon as possible, and
before the awards are presented. The local show committee, consisting of 3 members
from the particular District Council, including the show manager, shall work closely with
the judge(s) at the show, and will reach a decision, after deliberation, that shall be made
final.
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Exhibitor Points
You will need to fill out a Show Sanction Form online, under Members
Resources, Show Managers section. This is so your SCNA member exhibitors can
earn points for their wins. You will need to pay a small sanction fee and decide
how many extra supplies you will need. (more on supplies later in this book)
Below is the table to show how exhibitor points work. Points are doubled at
Nationals and Semi Nationals and are HALF for Virtual Shows. The Show
Manager is responsible for filling out the Show Recap Form within 90 days of the
conclusion of the show in order for the Show Secretary to be able to calculate the
points.
- 1 -These pages are also available on the website.
General Rules & Guidelines
1. There must be a minimum of 25 birds exhibited by no less than 5 exhibitors in an open show
to award SCNA exhibitor points. This may be a combination of both American and Tabletop
entries. There must be a minimum of 5 birds shown in a given class to earn points within that
class.
2. There must be a minimum of 5 entries exhibited by no less than 2 exhibitors in a youth show
to award SCNA exhibitor points for an overall show. There must be a minimum of 5 birds in a
given class to earn points within that class.
3. SCNA judges are licensed for tabletop only, therefore are not eligible to judge the American
Serama classes unless they are dual-licensed with the American Bantam Association or the
American Poultry Association. Exceptions may only be made in rare cases where an ABA/APA
judge is not available at a standalone show and must be submitted in writing to SCNA
Judge/Standards Chairman to seek an exception.
4. SCNA will recognize points for dual-showing birds that are exhibited in both the American
class and Tabletop shows.
5. Show managers are responsible for turning in all reports to the show secretary via the SCNA
Show Recap form, located on the SCNA website within 30 days of show end.

Tabletop Exhibitor of the Year
The Exhibitor of the Year is announced each year in January, for the previous year. It is awarded
to the SCNA Dues Paid Member in each district who accumulates the most points for the year
which can be earned at any SCNA sanctioned show. These points return to zero each January as
this is a yearly award, however, points will continue to count toward the Master Exhibitor
program which does not reset annually (see below). There will be an award for Exhibitor of the
Year for both Youth and Adults for each district.
The National Exhibitor of the Year award will be presented to the open and youth exhibitors
with the highest average of points accumulated per show, with a minimum of (3) shows
attended.

-2-
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American Serama Exhibitor of the Year
The Exhibitor of the Year is announced each year in January, for the previous year. It is awarded
to the SCNA Dues Paid Member(s) nationally who accumulate the most points for the year in
their respective variety (approved varieties only: white, black, exchequer). These points return
to zero each January as this is a yearly award, however, points will continue to count toward
the Master Exhibitor program which does not reset annually (see below). There will be an
award for Exhibitor of the Year for both Youth and Adults.
SCNA’s American Serama program is eligible for any SCNA Sanctioned Show, whether it be
standalone or in conjunction with the ABA. American Serama entries must be judged by a
licensed ABA or APA judge. Show managers are responsible for turning in recap forms to
include the Best & Reserve Variety for all accepted ABA colors and the Best & Reserve of Breed.
At this time, we will not be offering points at ABA only events. This is an award sponsored by
SCNA for SCNA members and as such, only SCNA shows are eligible to award points.

Master Exhibitor Program (Formerly Master Breeder)
The Master Exhibitor program is a program that carries forward points from year to year and is
a combination all points earned (Tabletop, American, or both). This is the highest honor for our
exhibitors of merit who exhibit excellence in the showroom over an extended period of time.
Once the achievement of 500 points has been reached, the exhibitor is presented with an
award as a Master Exhibitor at the SCNA National or Semi National. If two Master Exhibitor
awards are accumulated over on exhibitor’s career, a lifetime Membership in the SCNA is
awarded.
Youth points earned towards Master Exhibitor will be rolled over into the open program when
the youth turns 18.

© SCNA
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YOUTH AND OPEN
Tabletop Class Champions and American Variety* Winners
*American Varieties include ABA accepted colors: White, Black, Exchequer & Pending
Varieties: Blue & Splash
Points are accumulated on the following scale:
Birds in Class Champion Points Awarded Reserve Points Awarded
5-9
4
2
10-14
8
4
15-19
12
6
20-29
16
8
30-39
20
10
40+
24
12

Points will continue at 4 points for champion and 2 points for reserve for each increment of 10 entries.

YOUTH
Tabletop Show Champions and American Best/Reserve of Breed*
*Per ABA rules, only ABA accepted varieties compete for Best/Reserve of Breed
(White, Black, & Exchequer)
Points are accumulated on the following scale:
Birds in Show Champion Points Awarded Reserve Points Awarded
5-9
6
3
10-19
8
4
20-29
10
5
30-39
12
6
40-49
14
7
50-59
16
8
60-69
18
9
70-79
20
10
80-89
22
11
90-99
24
12

Points will continue at 2 points for champion and 1 point for reserve for each increment of 10 entries

© SCNA
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OPEN
Birds in Show Champion Points Awarded Reserve Points Awarded
10-24
10
5
25-50
15
7.5
51-75
20
10
75-100
25
12.5
101-125
30
15
126-150
35
17.5
151-175
40
20

Points will continue at 5 points for champion and 2.5 points for reserve for each increment of 25 entries.

Points will be doubled at SCNA National and Semi-National events.
American Serama Awards for Wins Higher than Best of Breed*
*Not Eligible at Standalone Tabletop Shows

Champion SSCL

10 points

Reserve SCCL

5 points

Champion Bantam

25 points

Reserve Bantam

15 points

Fun/Non-Point Accumulating Classes
Depending on the area and what your exhibitors are interested in, you can opt to hold
different kinds of classes for fun or for ribbons, but they will NOT get SCNA points.
Examples of some fun classes are; prospect classes for young birds to see what potential
they may have, dress up/costume contests, egg decorating contests, you can also award for
in cage birds who do not fit the normal point structure such as Ayam in cage or AOV in cage.
Remember, these are for fun or prizes only, No SCNA points will be awarded.

© SCNA
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Ok this all sounds great BUT it also sounds like it
costs a lot of money! How to I fund a show?

Fundraising

One word...FUNDRAISING !
You can get pretty creative with fundraising and
many people in your state or district can support
you by donating eggs, supplies or even birds for
you to raffle off. We also have an SCNA Fundraising
Facebook page where you can run raffles. We are
looking to improve the tools our members have to
be able to fundraise safely and effectively. T-shirts,
mugs, hats, all sorts of items can be made and sold
to get funds for a show.
The SCNA also has a new program where you can apply for a grant of
$500 to help offset some costs for a new show in your area.

Judges
This can be the highest financial burden of most shows
There is a list of licensed SCNA judges on the website, which has their contact
info and location. You will have to decide if you need one judge or two,
depending on the size of the show. You may need one for open and one for
youth.
Transportation and daily expenses of judge should be covered.
It may be just gas to drive to show and lunch for a local judge, or flight,
rental car, gas and meals for a distant one. Some judges charge a fee.
Some just request cost compensation.

Show Committee
You can’t do this alone! Get some people you can trust to help you put on this show!
Make them a part of your show committee to discuss ideas and delegate duties so you
have feet on the ground and minds in the game!
Creating a Facebook group for these discussions is a good way to keep records of
conversations and fundraising goals and efforts. Remember, money and financies should
ALWAYS be transparent. Who will handle the fundraising money that comes in AND goes
out for expenses? KEEP FINANCIAL RECORDS!
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Promotion

Get the Word Out !!

Does your show have a “theme”? Having a theme and tag line can be really fun to work
with. What time of year is the show? Halloween/Fall? Summer? How about the region?
This can be one of the most fun parts of putting together a show!
The Cajun Classic in Louisiana always has a very Mardi Gras feel and decor. We have had
Hawaiian Luau themes, Spooky Halloween, Wild West, Glamor and Glitz.
Matching color schemes with decor and awards are fun to do as well.
After you decide on a theme, have a judge, venue and other information, you should put
together a show flyer to be shared throughout social media and anywhere else. You
probably have someone on your show committee who is handy with graphics and
posters. If not, there’s some online resources to help you.
If building from scratch, you can use a Word type program, but the best thing to use is a
graphics program similar to Photoshop. There’s free online versions like Gimp and Pixlr.
There’s also poster maker websites like Canva. Some options are free,some cost a little
bit of money. You can make professional looking posters for free.
Look for serama photos and other pictures you have permission to use. Pixabay.com is a
good place to find free images.

These are just a few resources
to try:
• pixlr.com
•
•
•
•
•
•

gimp.org
canva.com
befunky.com
pixabay.com
postermywall.com
venngage.com
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How else will you promote your show? Obviously social media is a huge way, did you
make an actual event page? There’s many serama groups on FB to share as well. Don’t
forget, our website also has and events area that anyone can look at. The link is right on
the home page, don’t forget to add it there. Poultry Show Central is another place to
contact to include your show information.
You can also go the old fashioned route, print flyers for your local feed stores.

Promote !!
•
•
•
•
•

scnaonline.org
Facebook Groups
poultryshowcentral.com
bantamclub.com
Local Club Sites
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Awards
Other than ordering commercial ribbons and trophies, there have
been a lot of creativity in creating hand made awards.
•
•
•
•

Sashes
• Print Certificates
Banners
• Wooden Plaques
Gift Baskets
• Sewing Pillows
Hand Painted Awards

We have a ribbon vendor who has done a lot of awards
for us and can offer good deals. Speak with the show
secretary or mark the box on the show sanction application
that you need someone to contact you about ribbons.
Custom colors and centers are encouraged !!
Make sure you decide on your classes and option of show
before dedicating yourself to ribbons, to ensure you have
the right ones for the right classes.
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Supplies
In addition to tables and awards, what else is
needed to put on a show ?
When you fill out your sanction form and pay your
sanction fee, you will have the option to purchase
score cards and quality stickers. We also have a
relationship with a ribbon maker who can make
custom ribbons at really great prices for us. Make
sure to contact the show secretary if you are
interested in getting cutom ribbons made.
showsecretary@scnaonline.org
Trophies are always a nice addition, but it depends on
your budget.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stopwatch or phone app to time the birds on the table
Calculator or phone app to tabulate scores
White Board (or 2) for upcoming classes and keeping track of winners
Extra pens, markers and paper
Various printables (links in helpful link section)
Clips to attach cards to cages
Banners, table covers, decorations
Stanchions or other divider/seperators
Drill, screws, hammer, nails, string, thumbtacks
Exhibitor Bags of goodies
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Entries
You are welcome to do mail in or online entries. Your host club may have specific
requirements for entries, fees and payments that you have no control over. There are many
combinations of how to do this. Make sure that if you are working with a host club, all of this
is worked out way ahead of time so there is no confusion. Choose a fair per bird entry fee and
consider if juniors will be the same fee as open.
We have the option for you to have online entries which go into your Paypal account if you
would like. THIS OPTION WILL ALWAYS TAKE PAYPAL FEES, AS IT IS CONSIDERED
AN ONLINE SALE. This is something we cannot do anything about. The only way to get
around this, is to make the online entry forms NOT take payments but instead, show the
exhibitors a link to your Paypal afer they submit their entries, then you can have them pay
friends and family/someone I trust.
There’s quite a few templates for both in cage and table top entries. We can customize
them with your colors as well. Please give us plenty of notice to create these forms. Contact
webmaster@scnaonline.org if you’d like to work on getting an online entry form up
and running for your show.

Custom Entry Form Designs are Available with notice

There are also blank/generic paper/mail in
templates available on our website in Excel and
Word format for you to cutomize. They are under
Members Resources and Show Managers.
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Volunteers
It takes people to have a successful show! You will need
several volunteers to help make things go smoothly both
on your pre show planning committee and at the actual
show itself.
Some positions you should consider covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clerk (you may need 2 clerks for backup or if you have the
open and junior shows happening at the same time)
Tabulator - To add up the scores and record them on the
tabulator sheet
Ribbons and Awards Distribution
Check in Clerk to check in exhibitors as they arrive
Photographer
Any additional hands you can find! People will need
breaks, so have someone to help cover.

Hospitality

What hotels and food options are close to your venue?
If this is going to be a show where people are coming from out of town and need to stay
overnight, consider their birds, the venue, coop in rules, etc..
Will snacks be available AT the show? If it is a host club show, find these things out ahead of time. Also
find out if you are allowed to have food, sales booths, potlucks, etc.
Almost always, hotels will be happy to block off some rooms and sometimes give a discount for
doing so. Call and ask! Are you doing a group dinner? Restaurants can offer the same sometimes.
All of this info needs to be either in the show book, or communicated to your exhibitors clearly in your
poster or other promo efforts.
Don’t forget your judge and their needs !
You are going to also be responsible for your judge(s) food, hotel and transportation. Make
absolutely sure you are in agreement of fees and what is to be covered and paid, how your
judges will get from the airport, etc.
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Show Day

Congratulations, its SHOW TIME!
Depending on your set up and host club arrangements, cage set up, tables,
stanctions, awards table, check in, tabulator table, etc. must be set up as early as
possible to identify anything you may have forgotten and give time to fix it.
Make sure to fill out each cage card properly or double check the host club’s work of
doing it.
Do you have print outs, brochures, show books, etc...?
You should have all of your materials ready to go. When exhibitors arrive, they should
check in with you or your check in volunteer and give them their exhibitor number
and direct them to their cages. You will give them the yellow SCNA score cards equal
to the number of table top birds they have, which they will fill out the top section of
the exhibitor number, circle the birds’ gender and feather type and put their band
number. This is the card that they bring to the judge when it’s their turn at the table.
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Tabulator Info

Thank you for Tabulating!!!
We can’t run shows without your help
Tabulating is the relatively simple process of adding and
recording total scores during a table top show.
First set your table!
You’ll need a few calculators, tons of pens and markers, an exhibitor list, quality
stickers and the score sheets from the show secretary. Some tabulators have an
in and out basket for scorecards.
Participants should bring you their scorecard, quickly look over the card to ensure
all the required information has been provided.
Total the participant’s score on the calculator and write their score on their yellow
score card.
Copy all required information to the appropriate class’ scoresheet as shown
below.
Copy bird’s card letter to the bird’s yellow card and apply quality sticker as
applicable.
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There is a chart on the back of each
scorecard detailing the Quality sticker
tiers. I’ve found it helpful to have one or
two spare cards upside down on your
table so you can glace over at the tiers.
As you spend some time tabulating you
will start to notice some scores are a bit
higher than the rest. These birds are more
likely to get a callback. As time permits
add the exhibitor name for these birds in
the appropriate column. It will make the
callback process run a lot smoother.
Once all birds in a class have shown the
Judge or clerk will ask for your class score sheets so they can determine call backs,
Keep your eye on the sheets, make sure you get them back once the class is called.
Once the Champion, Reserve and 3rd place have been pinned indicate the status in
the rightmost column on the scoresheet.
Transfer Champion, Reserve and 3rd place information to the bottom of the
class scoresheet and to the corresponding section on Champion Record Sheet
Be sure to record the proper birds for champion, Reserve champion and 3rd place
of show. This can be super confusing, don’t be afraid to ask the clerks or even get
up and go to the show tables if necessary.
There is a box for Recorded and Photographed under each class summary and on
the final Champion record sheet. You should check off or scratch out recorded as
you copy the summary info to the Champion record sheet. The show secretary
may ask you to photograph each sheet as you go or they may prefer to do this
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themselves at the end of the show. If you have not been given instructions by the
show manager please be sure to take the photos yourself “just in case”.
Once the show has concluded give the sheets directly to the show manager as they
will need them for reporting.

American – In Cage
Exhibitors who show accepted varieties in cage also need to be tracked.
Near the beginning of the show take some time to complete class size of each
variety on the American report form. Later, after the ABA/APA judge has
completed judging all Serama go back and record any birds that placed in each
variety, breed and any that placed higher such as best SCCL etc. and record your
findings on the same sheet.
You might find that your too busy to complete this task yourself. Don’t be afraid to
assign it to someone who is hanging about and is eager to learn about the show
process. The American Points and recognition system is just as important to
breeders as Tabletop so it important this report does not fall to the wayside.
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These Sheets are available on the website for
printing and also part of the Show Sanction Packet.

Class Sheets

Champion Record
Sheets

Summary Sheet
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Post Show
As show manager, it is your job to keep 100% accurate records. Class sizes, how many
overall exhibitors, etc. are all vital for reporting so members can get the right points.
You will need to fill out a show recap form online which will ask you for all of this
information for both table top and Amercain/In Cage show IF You had one. You will
need to know open vs youth and all the winners, their names, the districts they reside
in and the winning birds’ leg band number.
There are 4 Recap Forms
Available online:
•
•
•
•

Open TT
Junior TT
Open American
Junior American

Make sure that you post your results online in the important FB groups. It is also
helpful to make a graphic with winners on it, it adds to the visual, plus when we make
newsletters, it’s easy to share that information.
Proper clean up of the venue is also respectful and important, whether you had a host
club or not.

Graphics with results are a great record for exhibitors,
are easy to read and to share on social media.
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Wrap Up

Take TONS of winner photos!
Make sure you have pics of all the winners for records and also because....who doesn’t like
to see all the beautiful birds! Consider hiring or finding a volunteer photographer. Be sure
to post in the District and Archive groups. A group photo of all participants is great too!

All of the documents and information, including the pdf
of this booklet, is available on our website at
www.scnaonline.org under Members Resources.
Because the website is always being updated, some direct
links were not included in here, in case they change slighly,
but the information will ALWAYS be under
Members Resources and Show Managers.

We hope this guide has been helpful with encouraging you to put on an
SCNA sanctioned Table Top show!
Your reps, Show Secretary and District Chair are always available to help
and answer any questions.
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